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In December 2008, FDA issued new guidance to 
ensure CV safety

Source: https://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/ucm071627.pdf



Source: Cefalu WT, et al. Diabetes care. 2018 Jan;41(1):14-31.

In December 2008, FDA issued new guidance to 
ensure CV safety



Evidence of CV protection that cannot be explained by 
improvements in known biomarkers has emerged for 

SGLTs and GLP1s
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“Many CV experts appear to have revised their previous skepticism about 

the potential for CV benefits from diabetes-specific therapies. Diabetes 

researchers are exploring mechanisms that may explain the clinical effects 

first noted in these trials”

Cefalu et al. (2018): 

Source: Cefalu WT, et al. Diabetes care. 2018 Jan;41(1):14-31.



EMPA-REG Mediation Analysis

6Inzucchi SE, et al. Diabetes Care. 2018;41(2):356-363.



To the extent that these benefits are not captured 
entirely by established biomarkers (like HbA1c, BP) 
included in risk prediction equations, …

They pose a challenge to economic evaluation that 
involves SGLT2s and GLP1s
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Thus, while clinicians investigate the source of these benefits, 
Economic modelers must use new methods and create new 

tools to support economic analysis 

8Source:  Alastair Gray, ”Insights from the UKPDS Outcomes Model, EASD 2018 website.  



Indeed, the UKPDS (and the OM2) may be ”out of sample” for 
CV-rich populations with long disease durations:
The patient population we are here to simulate

9Source:  David Matthews, ”Putting the UKPDS into perspective", EASD 2018 website.  



At least 3 teams have found that cardioprotective benefits cannot 

entirely be accounted for by risk factors in economic modeling

• Willis et al., “The Importance of Considering the Evolving Evidence Base on 

Cardiovascular Effects of Anti-Hyperglycemic Agents on Estimates of ‘Value for 

Money’”, ADA, 2017.

• Kuo et al., “Are the favorable cardiovascular outcomes of empagliflozin 

treatment explained by its effects on multiple cardiometabolic risk factors? A 

simulation of the results of the EMPA-REG OUTCOME trial”. Diabetes research 

and clinical practice. 2018 Jul;141:181-9.

• Evans et al., ” Incorporating cardioprotective effects of once-weekly semaglutide 

in estimates of health benefits for patients with type 2 diabetes”, ADA, 2018.
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For Example, Kuo et al (2018) found that most of the observed benefit in 

EMPA-REG was not captured via risk factor improvement with the MMD
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Kuo S, et al. “Are the favorable cardiovascular outcomes of empagliflozin treatment explained by its effects on multiple 

cardiometabolic risk factors? A simulation of the results of the EMPA-REG OUTCOME trial”. Diabetes research and clinical 

practice. 2018 Jul;141:181-9.



HTA Reviewers Also Calling for New Tools
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CADTH 2017, New Drugs for Type 2 Diabetes: Second-Line Therapy Recommendations Report

NICE. Type 2 diabetes in adults: Management - Evidence reviews for SGLT-2 inhibitors and GLP-1 mimetics (NG28). 2018

• NICE (UK):

– “UKPDS OM1 may be poorly suited to predicting CV outcomes and all-cause 

mortality in populations with high CV risk, and that the relative outcomes 

associated with SGLT-2 inhibitors might not be accurately captured” (NICE 

2018, p. 265)

• CADTH (Canada):

– “CDEC also noted that, in future reviews, as more cardiovascular outcome data 

become available for more drugs, CADTH should explore modification to this 

model or alternative model that might more effectively incorporate these data” 

(CADTH 2017, p.9)



Objective

Review potential approaches to modeling cardioprotection and discuss 
possible strengths and weaknesses
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We are aware of 4 published studies, to date
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• There are more analyses in conference proceedings (about 15 we are 

aware of), but it is much harder to understand methodologies used

Author Comparison Method

Iannazzo et al. 2017 EMPA vs. SoC
CV protection modelled by risk prediction equations 

based on EMPA-REG

Nguyen et al. 2018 EMPA vs. SoC

CV protection modelled by risk prediction equations 

derived by fitting parametric distribution to patient level 

data in EMPA-REG

Gourzoulidis et al. 2018 EMPA vs. SoC

CV protection modelled by risk prediction equations 

derived by fitting parametric distribution to patient level 

data in EMPA-REG

Arbel et al. 2018 EMPA vs. LIRA
CV protection modeled directly with event rates sourced 

from EMPA-REG and LEADER



UKPDS Suggested a Couple of Paths Forwards at 
EASD 2018

15Source:  Alastair Gray, ”Insights from the UKPDS Outcomes Model, EASD 2018 website.  



We see a couple of more options as well

1. Ignore cardioprotection 

2. Leverage the relative long study durations and model trials directly

3. Use conventional risk equations and HRs from CVOTs

4. Estimate (or update existing) risk prediction equations capable of 

capturing cardioprotection directly via covariates
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1. Ignore Cardioprotection

• Simplest approach, long history

• Can argue that this misspecification leads non-randomly to an 

overestimate of ICER for cardioprotective agents vs. non-cardioprotective 

agents and the ICER may be considered conservative from a payer’s 

vantage

• For most potential study questions, an unbiased point estimate more 

useful than a lower bound or hand-waving
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2. Model CVOT Results Directly

• Relatively long durations, can estimate the cost-effectiveness directly 

(with or without modeling post-trial) 

– UKPDS 41 (2000) performed this (with post-trial modeling) in pre-CVOT history

– Wilson et al (2017) estimated avoided events and cost-offsets for EMPA-REG (projected 

to 5 years)

• Plus Side:

– These relationships are not confounded by uncertain relationships between surrogate 

biomarkers and outcomes

– High internal validity, as outcomes do not need extrapolation using external risk equations

• Potential Limitations:

– CVOTs are not as long as UKPDS (20 years, including PTM)

– Requires indirect comparison for HRs to move beyond PBO/SoC comparisons--

complicated

– Limited to outcomes reported in trial

– “Glycemic equipoise paradox”, wrong study design to answer question directly
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19Source:  David Matthews, ”Putting the UKPDS into perspective", EASD 2018 website.  



3. Use conventional risk equations and HRs from CVOTs

• Easily recognizable from Challenge #1 this morning

• Can apply biomarker effects as well, though this can create double-

counting of benefit (Willis et al, 2017; Kuo et al, 2018; Evans et al, 2018)

• Plus Side:

– Easy to implement, allows complications not reported from CVOTs, and easy to interpret

– Can recalibrate risk equations to better match current praxis

– Captures differences in baseline risk

• Potential Limitations: 

– If biomarker changes are not considered, it is difficult to model treatment sequences 

correctly (durability).  If they are considered, double-counting is a real possibility 

(adjustment using patient-level data suggested).

– What to assume following the study duration?

– Again, interesting analyses are dependent on indirect comparison
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4. Estimate (or update existing) risk prediction equations 
capable of capturing cardioprotection directly

• Ability to incorporate new science and new risk factors, with the potential 
to explain the ”unexplained” part of cardiprotection

• Ianazzo et al, 2017 estimated risk equations from EMPA-REG

– Treatment assignment covariate, however, limits use in modeling non-EMPA-REG 
scenarios

– Didn’t really explain anything new

• Plus Side:

– Improved generalizability, can be applied to new settings and new agents

– Potentially better reflect this “different therapeutic era”

• Potential Limitations:

– Data access and data limitations (incomplete set of meaningful outcomes, glycemic 
equipoise, sufficient number of events, ...)

– Complete set of equations not possible from a single CVOT (especially microvascular)

– Requires indirect comparisons of treatment effects on biomarkers

– Risk of misspecification (inclusion of biomarkers that are correlated, but not causal)

21
Iannazzo S, et al. 2017. 2017 2017-10-05;18(1).



Summary
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• CVOTs provide interesting new data collected over relatively long time 

horizons

• CVOT data are problematic 

– Time horizons not “UKPDS long”

– Glycemic equipoise, background therapy differs by treatment arm

– Outcomes and disease definitions differ across trials 

– How to inform non-PBO comparisons? Need for indirect comparison for hard 

outcomes (small pool of CVOTs with substantial heterogeneity)? 

• Different methods are available and have been used 

– Better understanding of pros and cons of different methods

• And if you think this is complicated, what until CREDENCE, DAPA-

CKD, and other renal outcomes trials release results!!

– But many of the same principles will apply



Thank You!!
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Only Indirect Comparison in the public domain we are aware of is 
Kansal et al. (2018) which supported a comparison of empagliflozin vs. 
canagliflozin

Kansal A, et al. Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of Empagliflozin Compared to Canagliflozin or Standard of Care (SoC) in Patients with T2DM 

and Established Cardiovascular (CV) Disease.  ADA. Orlando, FL, USA 2018.

• This analysis illustrates important challenges in applying CVOT evidence

o Heterogeneity:  EMPA-REG was secondary prevention, CANVAS included both 

primary and secondary

o There are differences in inclusion/exclusion criteria even between EMPA-REG and 

CANVAS Secondary

o Even trial durations differed

• Even the set of outcomes reported for the two trials differed

o Study authors, perhaps wisely, limited to endpoints reported in both trials (i.e., 

excluding revascularization and TIA), but even this can be debated


